Human epidermal keratinocyte cells are the first defence blocks against the aggressive agents such as pathogens and xenobiotic materials. Synthesis process of the cellular proteins can be affected by abiotic stresses (aBS like: SiO2 nanoparticles) and biotic stresses (BS like: Virus), leading to the alteration of consumed energy profiles of proteins. The consumed energy profile of each protein was calculated based on their consumed ATP during the amino acids synthesizing procedure. Cells consumed more ATP, more energy, to synthesize more proteins under BS conditions compare to aBS conditions. Our results suggested that, the cells infected by pathogens are tend to survive longer than the treated cells by xenobiotic materials. Our data analysis revealed that the most energy reduction took place under aBS conditions. So, aBS could have severe effect on energy production pathways and decrease the energy source of cells. Moreover, the results demonstrated that the complexity of cellular protein networks under aBS conditions were more than BS conditions. It seems the cellular energy reduction under aBS conditions is one of the important factors in cell death. In addition, the position of proteins in the protein network was another important factor that should be carefully considered.
Introduction
Mammalian skin is composed of at least three parts including epidermis, hair follicle, and associated glands. The basal layer of the human epidermis is constructed from a heterogeneous population of proliferative and differentiating cells [1] . Keratinocyte is the outermost layer of skin which forms a natural barrier against pathogens, ultra violet (UV) radiation, heat and water loss. Viruses are one of the most important Biotic Stresses (BS) can severely alter the human cell natural physiology and lead them to be cancerous. Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) are small, double strand, non-enveloped DNA viruses that belong to papillomaviridae family [2] . They typically infect the basal layer of skin and mucosal epithelium of the genital tract, mouth, anus or respiratory organs. In this regard, the HPV types could be categorized in two groups which are high and low risk groups [3] .
According to the linear representation of the HPV genome and their ORFs, there are six gene expression patterns. Along with this representation, there are three main oncogenes groups called E5, E6, and E7 [4] . In this research, we have focused on E6 and E7 groups. They are involved in high-risk HPV types that play an important role in carcinogenesis. These viruses interfere with various cellular proteins and lead to the cell transformation and immortalization.
Nanoparticles have been used as effective biomaterials. They have unique and impressive features, including mechanical, optical, chemical, electrical, and biological applications [5] . Silicon dioxide (SiO2) nanoparticles, due to their stability, low toxicity, and ability to be functionalized with a range of different molecules and polymers have been widely used for biomedical purposes such as energy engineering [6] , bio imaging, drug delivery, cancer treatment and semiconductor manufacturing. It has been shown that amorphous SiO2 nanoparticles can change the MRC-5 cells expression and induce oxidative stress; while they have lower toxicity on A549 and HeLa cells than bare nanoparticles (iron oxide without coating) [7] .
On the other hand, ZnO, TiO2, Al2O3 nanoparticles exhibited adverse effects on cell viability and cell proliferation of A549 carcinoma cells [8] . In addition, SiO2 nanoparticles increased the DNA damage and apoptosis in IL-6 cells [9] . The SiO2 nanoparticles have effect on the cell phenotype through the protein expression alteration. These changes could be applied genetically or epigenetically. Generally, cells can tolerate any stress by the modulating of gene and protein expression in different levels, such as the transcription, processing and translation. Whereas translation is a high-demanding process, this is the main cell target for control and management of stress [10] .
Materials and Methods

Protein Sequence Extraction
All protein sequences, based on their accession numbers, were extracted from NCBI database [11] . In the following, the numbers of each protein's amino acid were calculated based on CLC Main Workbench V. 6.6.2 [12] . ATP change=(x-1) ×protein value Equation 2 Where the "x" is the fold change number that observed for each protein. "Protein value" is the multiplication of each amino acid numbers in its amino acid cost [13] . X= (Numbers of increased ATP used in amino acids synthesizing process)/ (Total numbers of decreased and increased ATP used in amino acids synthesizing process) ×100
Consumed energy profile calculation
Where "X" is the total positive consumed energy profile of all groups of proteins under aBS and BS conditions. X= (Numbers of free individual proteins in the protein network)/ (Total numbers of protein in the protein network) ×100
Where "X" is the percentage of free proteins in the protein network (not involved in a cluster).
Protein's network drawing
Cellular protein networks under aBS and BS conditions were plotted based on [14] at the highest confidence (required confidence=0.9) and maximum number (interactors shown=50) [15] . The whole procedure is shown in a flowchart ( Figure 1 ). 
Results and Discussion
The biotic stress (BS), in the following discussion, means the stress caused by viruses; while the abiotic stress (aBS) means the stress caused by nanoparticles. Our results suggested that the energy profile of HaCAT cells were highly depleted in aBS. While, it showed higher ATP consumption under BS compare to normal conditions. The average consumed ATP under BS and aBS conditions were 3967.5 and -969.5, respectively. Also with respect to expressed proteins type in both stress conditions, the proteins production cost (it means how many ATP was used in each protein pathway synthesizing) under BS (14008.15 ATP) was more than aBS (10815.2 ATP). Also, all protein's categories of cells under BS showed a higher protein production cost compare to the cells under aBS. According to this classification, aBS had not direct effect on the cell cycle and signaling pathway-associated proteins. The maximum decrease and increase in the energy profile of cells was occurred in metabolism-associated proteins and cytoskeleton-associated proteins, respectively, in cells under aBS (Table 1) . While, the maximum decrease and increase was observed in apoptosis and tumor-associated proteins and molecular chaperones, respectively, under BS conditions. Among all groups of proteins under aBS, the cytoskeleton-associated proteins were the only group that illustrated a positive consumed energy profile. It worth to mention that, a positive consumed energy profile means cells under aBS had higher protein expression. While this group of proteins showed a negative consumed energy profile and lower protein expression. Among all groups of proteins with a negative consumed energy profile, oxidative stress-associated proteins showed the lowest value which means they illustrated a higher protein expression. (Table 1) . Molecular chaperons showed a positive and negative consumed energy profile under BS and aBS conditions, respectively. It means, HaCAT cells preferred to produce more molecular chaperons under BS compare to aBS. Table 1 demonstrate the consumed energy profile alteration of each protein category under BS and aBS conditions. Our results illustrated that the total positive consumed energy profile of all groups of proteins was higher in cells under BS conditions (48.7%) compare to cells were under aBS conditions (7.1%). Figure 1 and 2 revealed that cells under BS conditions had higher number and variation of proteins compare to cells under aBS conditions. Therefore, the cellular protein' network under BS conditions is more complex than aBS conditions. In addition, proteins are not involved in a cluster (free individual proteins) have higher frequency under BS conditions (36%) compare to aBS conditions (19%).
Decreasing of protein synthesis is usually observed in response to cellular damaging which is usually called as stress-induced damage minimization [16] . The regulation of translation procedure help to reveal cells' behavior which lead to understand cells immediate and selective responses. Our data are in agreement with previous reports and suggest that, the protein expression under aBS conditions (such as SiO2 nanoparticles) is reduced; while it increases under the BS conditions (like papillomavirus). Consequently, the energy consumption (the number of used ATP in amino acids and proteins synthesis process) under the aBS and BS conditions were decreased and increased, respectively. Several reports have shown that, the total protein expression has been inhibited/decreased under aBS conditions. However, compare to aBS conditions, cells show a broad range of responses to different types of aggressive agents under BS conditions [18] . In other words, it seems the complicated and versatile interactions between aggressive agents and cells, affect the protein expression in different levels. However, cells generally take a similar way to respond to xenobiotic materials by decreasing the consumed energy profile.
The results suggested that the consumed energy profile of metabolism-associated proteins under BS (like virus) conditions, based on virus type and their synergistic interactions, had different effects on cells. But in aBS conditions (like SiO2 nanoparticles) they showed a same response to all sizes of nanoparticles. It has been observed that metabolism-associated proteins demonstrated a higher negative consumed energy profile under aBS conditions compare to BS conditions. It means in a virus 56 |2019, 2 (2): 53-58 infection, cells survives for a longer time and they keep their growth in abnormal conditions. Generally, it has been shown that in cells under BS conditions (virus types and their interaction), has versatile consumed energy profile;
while cells under aBS conditions (all sizes of SiO2 nanoparticles), showed same behaviors (Figure 2 and Figure 3 ). According to previous reports, cells exposed to SiO2 nanoparticles and papillomaviruses encountered with oxidative stress [17, 18] . Our results depicted that the C under BS and aBS were increased and decreased, respectively. It means cells under BS conditions tend to synthesis proteins that confront with reactive oxygen species (ROS). While synthesizing the defensive proteins (SiO2 nanoparticles) is overlooked in cells under aBS conditions It seems cells under BS conditions can reduce the cellular damage by synthesizing defensive proteins which result to increase of cell viability [19] [20] . Cytoskeleton-associated proteins were the only group of proteins that were increased under aBS conditions [21, 22] . Fig. 2 . The protein network of HaCaT cells under BS conditions (papillomavirus) with high confidence degree and maximum numbers. It showed higher complexity with more numbers of proteins. Also, numbers of free individual proteins were more than the protein network under aBS conditions. Figures 1 and 2 demonstrates that cells have more complicated protein networks under BS conditions than aBS conditions. Additionally, according to the protein networks, it can be concluded that the alteration of consumed energy profiles are not directly related to the applied treatment features. In other words, it seems the protein location is as important as protein function in the protein network. PRDX1, PRDX2 and TXN are connected in the network; therefore, the decreasing of consumed energy profile of these proteins may not be directly related to the BS and aBS conditions. In other words, they could have crosstalk to each other and the increasing and decreasing of each protein expression is not a direct influence of treatment conditions [23] .
Conclusion
Cells under BS conditions showed mainly positive consumed energy profiles compare to cells under aBS conditions which revealed mainly negative consumed energy profiles [24] . Also, the cells under BS conditions could tolerate pathogens stress and survive longer than the cells treated by xenobiotic materials. Additionally, numbers and variation of proteins in cells under BS conditions were more than cells under aBS conditions. Therefore, cells responses to environmental stresses are more complicated and versatile under BS conditions compared with the aBS conditions. Moreover, the position of proteins in the network is as important as their function. Consequently, cellular responses to different stimuli are not always the direct influence of stresses, however the proteins interactions are another important factor which must be considered thoughtfully.
